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Germany has for years longed for a stronger
French partner, but may have got more than it
bargained for as the self-confident Emmanuel

Macron takes Europe’s spotlight. Striking images from
Paris this week offered signs of how Europe’s de-facto
leadership has started to mutate in the two months
since Macron took office. The 39-year-old French pres-
ident welcomed US President Donald Trump to Paris
for dinner in the Eiffel Tower and the traditional July
14 military parade.

The smiles and glad-handing between the two
men contrasts starkly with Trump’s dour relationship
with German Chancellor Angela Merkel. The abiding
image thus far has been his apparent refusal to shake
her hand on her first Washington visit following his
inauguration - and the tensions remained on display
at this month’s G20 summit in Hamburg which Merkel
chaired. Macron has also reached eastwards, hosting
Russian leader Vladimir Putin amid the spectacular
surroundings of Versailles in late May. Macron is show-
ing that “France is back in the game,” said Jean-
Dominique Giuliani of the Robert Schuman founda-
tion, a specialist European think-tank. “There’s a rebal-
ancing - which was necessary - of the relationship
with Germany,” he added.

Leader of the free world? 
Merkel until recently was alone on the European

stage - even being hailed as the new “leader of the
free world” by some English-language media after a
2016 that brought Brexit and Trump’s shock election
victory. In typically German fashion, the chancellor
herself has never laid claim to leadership in Europe - a
position that would instantly trigger dark accusations
about the country’s past. If she had the mantle of
leadership cast upon her, it was partly because of the
lack of a plausible counterweight in France, which for
decades partnered Germany as Europe’s political
dynamo. Struggling economically compared with a
thriving Germany and led by the unpopular Francois
Hollande, France was long eclipsed by its neighbor.
Britain, the EU’s other major actor, quit the field of
play with a referendum vote last year to leave the
bloc. Elsewhere, Poland’s voice holds less sway as it
faces accusations of drifting towards authoritarianism,
while Spain and Italy remain economically anaemic. 

Macron’s arrival in the Elysee Palace as a commit-
ted pro-European has roused hopes of a return to the
Franco-German double act, which forged European
integration and created the world’s biggest trade
bloc. But his vibrant personal style and showcasing of
France have also caused some to ask if he would really
prefer to be solo. “The Germans were surprised when
Trump’s visit to Paris was announced,” a diplomatic
source told AFP.

“Macron wants to use this gesture to flatter the
American president and make a name for himself as
leader of Europe,” commented German magazine Der
Spiegel in this week’s edition. By comparison, Merkel
has opted for a somewhat tougher course with
Trump, criticizing the protectionist rhetoric that
brought him to power and his decision to abandon
the Paris climate accords. 

Relationship test 
Macron, too, has been an open critic of Trump’s

policies, especially on climate. However, he “didn’t
greet Trump by rolling his eyes and giving a sermon
like Chancellor Merkel at the G20, but with a spectac-
ular military parade, with dinner at the Eiffel Tower,
with friendly words and much manly back-slapping,”
commented Swiss daily Neue Zuercher Zeitung. “It
suggests that Macron could become the EU’s top
diplomat, displacing Merkel from a role she never
really wanted,” the paper continued.

For now, bashing the US president - a massively
unpopular figure in Germany - serves Merkel’s domes-
tic political purposes ahead of parliamentary elec-
tions in September, when she hopes for re-election to
a fourth term. And a more balanced power arrange-
ment is a relief to Germany, conditioned by its Nazi
past to shy away from sole leadership in Europe.
Macron and Merkel may have conflicting styles, but
right now this does not appear to affect the substance
of European leadership. Both are wedded to the goal
of consolidating the European Union, which faces
internal stress from nationalism and the external chal-
lenges posed by Brexit and the “America First” Trump.
But their relationship will face a critical test after the
German elections, when talks on reforming the euro
single currency build up steam. At that point, poten-
tially deep divisions between Berlin and Paris are like-
ly to emerge - and it will take more than media-friend-
ly images and rhetoric to bridge them. —AFP 
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Slow leak of Russia news flooding White House

As Air Force One flew home from Europe, news was
set to break about a meeting that Donald Trump’s
eldest son had with a Kremlin-connected lawyer,

promising yet another round of unwelcome headlines
about the president and Russia. And that happened
twice within a week. The day-after-day drip-drip-drip of
revelations over the past week about Donald Trump Jr’s
contact with the Russian lawyer in 2016 underscores the
White House’s inability to shake off the Russia story and
close the book on a narrative that casts a shadow over
Trump’s presidency.

No matter how presidential Trump may have looked on
his back-to-back trips to Europe in recent days, the persist-
ent questions about connections between Trump’s team
and Russia prevent him from savoring a public relations
victory and building momentum for his stalled legislative
agenda. “Omissions are as harmful as contradictions
because it seems like you’re hiding something,” Ari
Fleischer, former press secretary to President George W
Bush, said of the Trump team’s strategy. “From a communi-
cations standpoint, it’s unforgiveable.”

Indeed, Trump Jr’s account of his Trump Tower meeting
has seemingly changed on an almost daily basis. At first,
the meeting was said to be about a Russian adoption pro-
gram. Then, it was to hear information about campaign
rival Hillary Clinton. Finally, Trump Jr was forced to release
emails - mere moments before The New York Times
planned to do so - that revealed he had told an associate
that he would “love” Russia’s help in obtaining negative
details about the Democratic nominee.

Even the number of people who attended the meeting
has changed. On Friday, a prominent Russian-American
lobbyist told AP that he, too, had been part of the discus-
sion. Each revelation, no matter how small, has been
seized upon by Democrats and dissected in detail on cable
news. The investigations have thrown the White House off
balance, leaving some officials on edge about whether
there are more disclosures to come.

Probes to linger
On Saturday, the White House announced that Trump

had hired Washington attorney Ty Cobb to serve as his
special counsel to handle the White House’s response to
the Russia probes. The move reflects the president’s grow-
ing acceptance that the Russia probes will linger over his
tenure for months or even years. Trump Jr and Jared
Kushner - the president’s son-in-law and senior adviser
also attended the June 2016 meeting - have retained
attorneys separate from those hired by the president.

The Trump campaign paid the law firm of Alan Futerfas,
who is representing Donald Trump Jr, $50,000 last month,
according to a campaign finance report filed Saturday. The
payment was made nearly two weeks before news reports
about the younger Trump’s Russia meeting. The new

finance filing also shows the campaign paid almost
$90,000 to the Trump Organization - it’s led by the Trump
sons - for legal consulting.

The firestorm over Trump Jr’s emails has been a frustrat-
ing distraction during a stretch in which some White
House advisers believed they were finding their footing.
Trump’s allies also were heartened by his trips to Europe,
believing that his speech saluting national pride in Poland
was a high point of his presidency and that he appeared
statesman-like during a whirlwind visit to Paris. But behind
the scenes, a group of Trump aides gathered in a cabin on
the presidential aircraft flying home from Germany last
weekend to begin preparing for the initial fallout from
Trump Jr’s 2016 meeting. 

And then just six days later, as Air Force One was
returning from France, more news was breaking about

Trump Jr ’s  shift ing account of the meeting,  again
launching a bad news cycle and straining the credibility
of the president’s defense team. For some, the steady
drumbeat of  Russia  revelat ions echoes how the
Watergate story emerged in one Washington Post story
after another. “I think the ‘drip-drip-drip’ is a perfect
analogy, for that ’s exactly what people said about
Watergate and President Nixon’s Oval Office tapes,” said
Luke Nichter, a historian who has written several books
on the former president. “They were released piecemeal
and every release was damaging.”

Even if the ongoing Russia questions don’t end in legal
consequences for Trump, they can still inflict serious politi-
cal damage if allowed to needlessly drag out. “I don’t know
that there’s anyone powerful enough on the team to mar-
shal this and get all the facts out now,” Fleischer said. — AP 

Mike Pence is the loyal wingman,
the ever-discreet figure who rises
above the Washington fray. But as

the Russia scandal encroaches ever further
on Donald Trump’s White House, the vice
president is also walking a political
tightrope. The 58-year-old former gover-
nor of Indiana is currently the man closest
to the US presidency - either as Trump’s
immediate successor should his term end
prematurely, or as his heir apparent in
2020 or 2024 elections, depending on how
many terms Trump serves.

As the troubles of his boss grow deeper
by the day, ensnared in a widening investi-
gation into his campaign ties to Russia,
experts say the 48th US vice president
remains compelled to stand by his man - at
least for now. “Pence is in a very difficult
position,” Joel Goldstein, an expert on the
vice presidency at Saint Louis University
School of Law, told AFP. “A vice president is
expected to be loyal to the president, but
President Trump imposes a heavy burden
on his subordinates by saying and doing
things that often are hard to defend.”

The two men could hardly be more dif-
ferent: Where Trump likes to blur ideologi-
cal lines, Pence is a committed Christian
conservative, as stiff and disciplined as his
boss is exuberant and unpredictable. While
Trump tweets about a high-stakes health-

care bill, it is Pence who has been shuttling
between the White House and Congress in
a behind-the-scenes effort to rescue the
imperiled legislation. In Trump’s turbulent
Washington, Pence is seen as the adminis-
tration’s steadying force, the “axe behind
the glass you’re supposed to break in case
of emergency,” as The Daily Beast news
website put it recently.

‘Hang on’ 
Pence offered a glimpse Wednesday

of what it’s like on the Trump rollercoast-
er, as number two to arguably the most
controversial US leader in modern times.
“You need to keep your arms and legs in
the ride at all  times,” he told student
leaders at American University. 

“Pull the roll bar down, because you just
got to hang on.” Yet Pence has taken low-
key steps that suggest he could be laying
the groundwork for his political future. In
an unusual move, two close advisors to
Pence have founded a political action com-
mittee, The New York Times reported. He
has also begun hosting Republican mega-
donors at his Washington residence,
according to the daily.

Next president? 
As federal and congressional investiga-

tors dig deeper into allegations that

Trump’s camp colluded with Russia to tilt
the 2016 election, a handful of Democrats
are now calling openly for the president to
be impeached. However remote the
prospect of impeachment by the
Republican-controlled Congress,  the
Russia cloud stubbornly refuses to dissi-
pate. Should Trump eventually be forced
from office, Pence would become the 10th
US vice president to assume the presiden-
cy without being elected - the first since
Gerald Ford succeeded Richard Nixon fol-
lowing the Watergate scandal in 1974.

When Donald Trump Jr recently acknowl-
edged that he and campaign aides met a
Russian lawyer last year in hope of obtaining
dirt on Trump’s Democratic rival Hillary
Clinton, Pence distanced himself from the
snowballing scandal. “He is not focused on
stories about the campaign, particularly sto-
ries about the time before he joined the tick-
et,” said a statement from Pence’s office. 

But the vice president has not emerged
entirely unscathed so far.  As head of
Trump’s transition team, he publicly
backed Michael Flynn during the uproar
about contacts with the Russian ambassa-
dor which cost the newly-minted national
security advisor his job. And having flatly
denied any Trump campaign contacts with
Russia, Pence’s credibility is further rocked
with each new revelation.

‘Losing credibility’
Pence’s defense will look increasingly

questionable, especially if Trump’s trou-
bles worsen. But it is survivable, said
Michael Munger, director of the politics
program at Duke University. “Pence was
probably not lying. He was lied to, and
he took the party line and then kept his
mouth shut when they cut him off at the
knees,” the professor said. “He is losing
credibility, I suppose, but he gets extra
points for doing his job.”

Yet Pence’s close ties to the presi-
dent - as recently as last month he said
ser v ing with  Trump has  been “the
greatest privilege of my life” - may yet
prove an albatross around his neck.
“None of the last seven vice presidents
have been so willing to be so syco-
phantic in their praise and have said
so many significant things that later
turned out to be untrue,” the expert
Goldstein said.

Striking the balance between loyalty
to an embattled leader and avoiding
getting caught up in scandal is a fierce
challenge. Pence has “juggled” well, said
Paul Beck of Ohio State University. “But if
this Russia controversy really gets the
Trump administration into deep, deep
trouble... then Pence is kind of trapped
out there as one of the team.” — AFP 

Pence walks high wire over Trump scandals

In this July 14, 2017 photo, US President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump arrive on Air Force One at
Newark Liberty International Airport in Newark, New Jersey as they return from France. — AP 


